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Abstract. Most of the existing models of speleogenesis are

limited to situations where flow in all conduits is pressurized.

The feedback between the distribution of hydraulic head and

growth of new solution conduits determines the geometry of

the resulting conduit network. We present a novel modeling

approach that allows a transition from pressurized (pipe) flow

to a free-surface (open-channel) flow in evolving discrete

conduit networks. It calculates flow, solute transport and dis-

solution enlargement within each time step and steps through

time until a stable flow pattern is established. The flow in

each time step is calculated by calling the US Environmen-

tal Protection Agency Storm Water Management Model (US

Environmental Protection Agency, 2014), which efficiently

solves the 1-D Saint-Venant equations in a network of con-

duits. Two basic scenarios are modeled, a low-dip scenario

and a high-dip scenario. In the low-dip scenario a slightly in-

clined plane is populated with a rectangular grid of solution

conduits. The recharge is distributed to randomly selected

junctions. The results for the pressurized flow regime resem-

ble those of the existing models. When the network becomes

vadose, a stable flow pathway develops along a system of

conduits that occupy the lowest positions at their inlet junc-

tions. This depends on the initial diameter and inlet position

of a conduit, its total incision in a pressurized regime and its

alignment relative to the dip of the plane, which plays im-

portant role during the vadose entrenchment. In the high-dip

scenario a sub-vertical network with recharge on the top and

outflow on the side is modeled. It is used to demonstrate the

vertical development of karst due to drawdown of the water

table, development of invasion vadose caves during vadose

flow diversion and to demonstrate the potential importance

of deeply penetrating conductive structures.

1 Introduction

1.1 Speleogenetic models: a short history, aims and

results

Karst aquifers are among the most prolific water reservoirs.

Due to their heterogeneity and anisotropy, their efficient ex-

ploitation and protection face many challenges. The role of

solution conduits in karst aquifers has been a topic of numer-

ous studies. Estimates show that conduits carry about 99 %

of flow within karst aquifers and present efficient transport

pathways for potential pollutants (Worthington, 1999). How-

ever, we have only limited insight into karst aquifers; the

position of conduit systems is largely unknown, except for

the parts accessible for human exploration or encountered di-

rectly by drilling or indirectly by geophysical techniques.

Speleogenesis (e.g., the evolution of conduit networks in

karst aquifers) has been one of the main topics in karst stud-

ies of the last century (Ford and Williams, 2007). Many con-

ceptual models of speleogenesis have been proposed based

on field observations (Audra et al., 2007; Ford and Ewers,

1978; Audra and Palmer, 2013; Palmer, 1991) and infer-

ence from basic principles of flow. However, to gain insight

into the processes governing speleogenesis, different physi-

cal models have been built and followed by numerical mod-

els that are based on the physical and chemical principles of

flow, dissolution and transport.
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The main objectives of speleogenetic modeling are to test

the conceptual models, to determine and evaluate the role

of different geological, hydrological and geochemical factors

and to find mechanisms that govern the evolution of conduit

networks in karst aquifers. Few examples of direct field ap-

plication have been published (Epting et al., 2009).

Ewers (1982) applied hardware (physical) models made

from plaster of Paris or salt, and discovered several key

mechanisms that were later largely confirmed and extended

by numerical models. Numerical modeling of single conduit

evolution (Dreybrodt, 1990, 1996; Palmer, 1991; Dreybrodt

and Gabrovsek, 2000) revealed a feed-back mechanism be-

tween flow and dissolution rates and stressed the importance

of higher-order dissolution kinetics (Dreybrodt, 1990, 1996;

Palmer, 1991; White, 1977) for the evolution of extended

conduits. Such kinetics has been proven experimentally for

limestone and gypsum (Eisenlohr et al., 1999; Jeschke et al.,

2001). More elaborated models of 2-D fractures with statisti-

cal aperture fields (Hanna and Rajaram, 1998; Szymczak and

Ladd, 2011) showed that nonlinear kinetics is not necessary

for the evolution of extended patterns of solution conduits.

The initial stage of speleogenesis is characterized by slow

enlargement of proto-conduits, which is accelerated by posi-

tive feedback between flow and dissolution rate under con-

stant head conditions. Dissolution widening increases the

flow rate along an initial fracture. Then as the flow rate in-

creases, fresh aggressive solution penetrates deeper into the

fracture and in turn accelerates widening and flow rates.

This feedback mechanism leads to breakthrough, when flow

and widening rate increase by several orders of magnitude

in a very short time (Dreybrodt, 1990, 1996; Palmer, 1991;

Dreybrodt and Gabrovsek, 2000). At breakthrough the initia-

tion stage of conduit development ends and the enlargement

stage starts. The time needed to reach breakthrough is termed

breakthrough time.

1.2 Evolution of a discrete network under pressurized

flow conditions

Individual fractures have been assembled into fracture net-

works in order to model patterns of evolving conduit systems

(Lauritzen et al., 1992; Groves and Howard, 1994; Siemers

and Dreybrodt, 1998; Kaufmann and Braun, 2000; Liedl et

al., 2003). A typical benchmark setting emerged out of the

Ewers’s hardware models. It includes a plane populated with

initial proto-channels (fractures/tubes) with inputs and out-

puts at different hydraulic heads. These models revealed the

competition between different pathways connecting inputs to

outputs, as already observed by Ewers (Ewers, 1982; Ford

and Williams, 2007) in the physical model.

To review some of these basic mechanisms, a simple sce-

nario is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a plane with a rectan-

gular grid of fractures. The boundary conditions are shown in

Fig. 1a: the sides of the network are marked geographically

N, S, E, W (north, south, east, west). No-flow conditions are

applied on the N and S boundaries. Water enters the net-

work at two inputs (In), In1 and In2 at the W side, initially at

constant head H = 5000 cm. The whole E boundary presents

output at H = 0 m. Initial aperture widths of fractures are set

to 0.02 cm, except for the fractures along W–E line connect-

ing In1 to the output boundary, denoted as P1, which has

slightly larger initial aperture (0.03 cm) and evolves faster

than P2 (Fig. 1a), which is fed directly by In2. Figure 1 shows

aperture widths as line widths and dissolution rates as line

colors; the brighter the color the higher the rate. Equipoten-

tial lines are also shown on Fig. 1a–f, which show the net-

work at different time stages, denoted in each panel in units

of breakthrough time TB.

At 0.99 TB (Fig. 1a) the high hydraulic head from the input

has penetrated along the widened fractures of P1 deep into

the network, and suppressed both the hydraulic gradient and

growth of P2. Figure 2 shows the profile of hydraulic head

along P1 (dashed) and P2 (full line) at different stages, as

denoted by arrows. The gradient between the tip of P1 and

outputs increases in time until the breakthrough.

After breakthrough (Fig. 1b), P1 is widened with the max-

imum dissolution rate along its entire length. It becomes in-

creasingly uniform and so does the hydraulic gradient along

it (see Figs. 1b and 2). The gradient builds up between

the high head region along still pre-breakthrough (plugged)

P2 and post-breakthrough (released) P1, which triggers the

growth of conduits connecting P2 to P1. Gray arrows show

some principle directions of growth.

Two post-breakthrough scenarios are envisaged:

1. In Fig. 1c and d, the constant head is kept at both inputs.

New connections between P2 and P1 evolve, while P2

also grows towards the exit. The network expands along

the existing pathways by growth of new bypasses (some

are shown by gray arrows) until all possible flow paths

evolve (not shown). Of course, all catchments have lim-

its and such conditions cannot last for long.

2. In Fig. 1e and f, the recharge at In1 and In2 is limited to

Qmax= 500 L s−1. In this case the constant head condi-

tions break, when inflow at the input reaches Qmax. At

1.5 TB (Fig. 1e), the head at the input of P1 is about one-

fifth of hmax (see also Fig. 2) and the gradient from P2

towards P1 is high, as In2 is still under maximal head.

P2 integrates with P1, but further expansion of network

is suppressed as the head along the growing existing

pathways decreases in time. The interested reader is re-

ferred to a detailed modeling study on the influence of

limited discharge upon the resulting distribution of con-

duit sizes by Hubinger and Birk (2011).

To summarize: in pressurized flow conditions, the evolution

of the network starts with competition of pathways connect-

ing inputs to outputs and continues with their integration and

expansion until head gradients along un-evolved pathways

are high enough for pathways to breakthrough. The evolution
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Figure 1. Evolution of 2-D fracture network under pressurized flow. Panels show aperture widths and dissolution rates at different stage of

evolution. Size of the domain is 1 km× 1 km, initial aperture width a0= 0.02 cm, except for the line P1 , where a0= 0.03 cm. Linear and

forth order dissolution kinetics for the limestone is used (see Dreybrodt et al., 2005 for details).

is controlled by the feedback mechanism between the distri-

bution of hydraulic head and growth of new conduit path-

ways. This interplay is affected by many parameters which

reflect local hydrology, geology and geochemistry.

Many other scenarios of early speleogenesis have been

modeled to study factors such as the role of geochemical

conditions and mixing corrosion, exchange flow between the

matrix and conduit network, and the role of insoluble rocks

in the evolution of conduits (Dreybrodt et al., 2005). Numer-

ical models have also been used to assess increased leak-

age at dam sites or other hydraulic structures where unnat-

urally high hydraulic gradients cause a short breakthrough

time (Dreybrodt, 1996; Romanov et al., 2003; Hiller et al.,

2011).

In real situations the available recharge cannot sustain

pressurized flow within the evolving network, and the con-

duits undergo a transition from pressurized to free-surface

flow conditions. Most accessible cave systems have under-

gone such a transition.

Though most models have only considered pressurized

flow, Annable and Sudicky (1998) and Annable (2003) de-

veloped an elaborate model of the evolution of a single par-

tially filled conduit embedded in variably saturated fractured

media under laminar flow conditions. The extension of such

a model to networks with turbulent flow remains a future

challenge.
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Figure 2. Profile of hydraulic head along pathways P1 (dashed

lines) and P2 (full lines) from Fig. 1. Profiles are taken at differ-

ent time steps, given in units of breakthrough time (TB). Gray lines

show scenario with constant input at 1.5 TB (Fig. 1e).

Here we develop a model that goes beyond the dynamics

depicted in Fig. 1 by incorporating the transition to, and fur-

ther evolution in, a free-surface flow regime.

1.3 Evolution of karst conduit networks in the vertical

dimension

The vertical evolution of karst has been under debate for

more than a century, starting with classical concepts of

Katzer, Grund, Davis, Swinnerton, Rhoads and Sinacori and

others (Palmer, 2007). The Four State Model of Ford and

Ewers (1978) elegantly combines these concepts and relates

cave geometry to the density of permeable fissures.

Gabrovšek and Dreybrodt (2001) and Kaufmann (2003)

modeled a 2-D vertical cross section of a karst system to

explore the evolution of karst aquifers in the dimension of

length and depth (sensu lato Ford and Ewers, 1978). They

have shown the important role of water table drawdown in

speleogenesis. These models considered dissolution in the

phreatic part of an aquifer only and partly modeled the for-

mation of drawdown vadose passages (Ford, 1988; Ford and

Williams, 2007). Conceptual models have been developed

that hypothesize the diversion of vadose water and formation

of invasion vadose systems (Ford, 1988;Ford and Williams,

2007; Palmer, 2007; Audra and Palmer, 2013). However,

these conceptual models have not been tested by numerical

models.

In the following sections we describe how the model is

built and present two basic modeling scenarios, each with

several representative cases. We focus on the description of

new mechanisms of flow pathway selection and discuss the

results in view of the existing conceptual models.

Figure 3. Conceptual framework. A conduit network with point

recharge at selected locations indicated by arrows. Recharge is lim-

ited by the position of the land surface hmax or by maximal available

recharge Qmax.

2 The model setup

2.1 The conceptual approach

Figure 3 shows a conceptual framework for the modeling

presented in this work. We assume a plane populated with

conduits with water-soluble walls, similar to that in Fig. 1.

Water enters the conduit network at selected junctions indi-

cated by arrows in Fig. 3. The direct recharge into a junction

is limited either by the elevation of the land surface (hmax)

or by the maximal available recharge Qmax; if the hydraulic

head is lower than hmax, all available recharge (Qmax) will

enter at the junction, otherwise the hydraulic head at the junc-

tion is equal to hmax and only part of the available recharge

enters the system. A similar hardware model was discussed

by Ewers (1982) who used the term multiple-input, multiple-

rank scenario.

The basic workflow of the model follows the same scheme

as in the models cited above (e.g., Dreybrodt et al., 2005) and

includes the following steps:

1. Define the network of conduits and boundary conditions

(water inlets and outlets).

2. Calculate flow in the network.

3. Couple flow, dissolution and transport to calculate dis-

solution rates in all conduits.

4. Change the conduit diameter within a time step accord-

ing to the dissolution rate and return back to Step 2 or

exit the loop when a stable flow pattern is established or

no substantial changes in flow pattern are expected.
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Table 1. List of rate constants and other parameters used in this work. ∗ To have dissolution rates expressed as a velocity of wall retreat,

concentration [N L−1] is multiplied with molar mass [M N−1] and divided by the density [M L−3] of the mineral forming the rock and being

dissolved. This makes ceq dimensionless.

Parameter Notation Value Units

Diffusion coefficient D 1.5× 10−9 salt m2 s−1

1× 10−9 limestone

Manning roughness coefficient n 0.01 or 0.015 1

Surface rate constant α 1 salt m s−1

2× 10−7 limestone

Volume equilibrium concentration ceq 0.166 salt 1∗

1.1× 10−4 limestone

Gravitational acceleration, density g, ρ 9.81 m s−2

Density of water ρ 103 kg m−3

Dynamic viscosity of water µ 10−3 Pa s−1

We also assume that

1. The flow does not depend on the dissolved load.

2. Timescales for flow, dissolution and transport can be

separated from the timescale for widening, i.e., the evo-

lution goes through a set of stationary states within

which the widening is constant.

2.2 The calculation of flow

We assume that the network has passed the initial (incep-

tion) stage of speleogenesis and that turbulent flow has al-

ready been established in the network. The reader is referred

to the work of Dreybrodt et al. (2005) for early evolution in

the laminar flow regime. One-dimensional turbulent flow is

considered within all conduits. The flow could be either pres-

surized or free surface.

Flow in partially filled conduits is described by Saint-

Venant equations (Dingman, 2002), which are based on

depth-averaged conservation of mass and momentum. Sev-

eral numerical techniques are used to solve them (Ding-

man, 2002). Our model invokes an open source package

Storm Water Management Model (abbreviated SWMM from

here on), developed primarily for flow and transport simu-

lation in sewage systems by the US Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2014).

SWMM solves the set of Saint-Venant equations to the de-

sired approximation and accuracy using successive approx-

imations with under-relaxation (Rossman, 2009). Its use for

the simulation of flow in conduit dominated karst systems has

been demonstrated by several authors (Peterson and Wicks,

2006; Gabrovšek and Peric, 2006; Halihan et al., 1998). The

pressurized flow is accounted for by introduction of a ficti-

tious Preissmann slot (Fig. 4) at the top of a conduit’s cross

section (Cunge and Wegner, 1964). In this way we transform

Figure 4. The use of a Preissmann slot enables use of the same set

of equations for conduits with free-surface flow and conduits with

pressurized flow.

a pressurized pipe to an open channel without considerably

changing the hydraulic characteristics and enable use of the

same set of equations for both flow regimes. Friction losses

in conduits are calculated by the Manning equation

V =
k

n
R2/3S

1/2

f , (1)

where Sf is the friction slope, V the flow velocity, R the hy-

draulic radius (i.e., the ratio between cross-sectional area of

flow and wetted perimeter), n the Manning roughness co-

efficient, here taken in the range 0.01<n< 0.02, k a cor-

rection factor depending on the unit system used. For the

metric system, k= 1 m1/3 s−1. By introducing k, n remains

dimensionless.

SWMM enables easy construction of an arbitrary conduit

network and many additional elements, such as reservoirs,
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catchments, etc., which could be implemented into future up-

grades of the models presented here.

2.3 Dissolution and transport

Dissolution rates in karst environments are determined by the

reaction kinetics at the rock–water interface (surface con-

trolled dissolution), by diffusion transport of ionic species

between the rock–water boundary and the bulk solution

(transport controlled dissolution), and, in the case of carbon-

ates, by the rate of CO2 hydration (Kaufmann and Dreybrodt,

2007). Each of these mechanisms can be rate limiting under

certain conditions.

In the early evolution of conduit networks, the water in

proto-conduits (sub millimeters to few millimeters in size)

is close to equilibrium with the mineral being dissolved and

dissolution is mostly surface controlled, by higher-order ki-

netics in case of limestone and gypsum. In turbulent flow

conditions, for cases discussed in this work, dissolution in

limestone is predominantly surface controlled by first order

kinetics, if the input solution has a low saturation ratio. Some

issues related to limestone dissolution rates in turbulent flow

still remain open; scalloped walls of limestone caves suggest

that transport control might play an important role under tur-

bulent flow conditions as well (Covington, 2014).

For these reasons we simplify the dissolution kinetics by

assuming a linear rate law at the rock–water boundary:

Fs = αs

(
ceq− cs

)
, (2)

where αs is the kinetic constant, ceq is the equilibrium con-

centration of ionic species of the rock forming mineral and

cs their actual concentration at the surface of the mineral.

Ions are transported from the surface into the bulk through

a diffusion boundary layer (DBL) of thickness ε (Dreybrodt

and Buhmann, 1991). The transport rate through the DBL is

given by

Ft = αt (cs− c) , (3)

where αt is

αt =D/ε. (4)

D is a diffusion coefficient, ε the thickness of the DBL and

cthe concentration in the bulk solution. Equating Eqs. (2)

and (3) gives an equation for cs and an expression for the

effective rates:

F = α
(
ceq− c

)
; α =

αtαs

αs+αt

. (5)

αt depends on the thickness, ε, of the DBL, which is related

to the thickness, h, of the viscous sub-layer by the Schmidt

number (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000):

ε = h · Sc−1/3, Sc =
ν

D
, (6)

where ν is kinematic viscosity and Sc the Schmidt number,

which represents the relation between the viscous diffusion

rate and mass diffusion rate. The thickness of a viscous layer

over a flat wall is given by (Incropera and DeWitt, 2002)

h=
5ν
√
τω/ρ

, (7)

where τω is viscous shear stress at the wall and ρ is the water

density.

Viscous shear stress is related to the friction slope Sf

τω = ρgSfR, (8)

where g is earth’s gravitational acceleration. Taking the Man-

ning relation (Eq. 1) for Sf and inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7),

gives

h=
5νR1/6

nV
. (9)

Inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (6) and further into Eq. (4), we get

an expression for ε and for the transport constant αt:

αt =
n ·V ·D2/3

· ν−2/3

5R1/6
. (10)

Most cases that we present in this work assume that αs�αt,

so that α≈αt. Therefore, the dissolution rates are trans-

port controlled. Usually higher flow rates bring with them

stronger mixing, lower bulk concentrations and higher disso-

lution rates. In most situations, the rule of thumb is the fol-

lowing: the higher the flow, the higher the dissolution rate.

The ions entering the water increase its saturation state

with respect to the mineral forming the walls, and diminish

dissolution rates along the flow pathways. The increase of

concentration within each conduit is described by a differen-

tial equation derived from a mass balance within an infinites-

imal segment of conduit:

dc

dx
=
F(x) ·P(x)

Q
, (11)

where F(x) is dissolution rate at a coordinate x along a con-

duit, Q the flow rate and P(x), the conduit’s perimeter at x.

Integration of Eq. (11) along a conduit gives the amount

of rock dissolved within the conduit. The dissolved load is

added to the downstream junction of the conduit and is then

treated as a conservative tracer by the pollutant routing code

of SWMM.

In most scenarios presented in this work, transport con-

trolled dissolution prevails. Therefore, dissolution rates are

dependent on the flow velocity. A case, where the dissolu-

tion rates are almost entirely surface controlled, is also pre-

sented. Physical constants and parameters used for calcula-

tion of flow, dissolution and transport throughout this work,

are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Growth of a conduit with pressurized flow and a con-

duit with free-surface flow. r is radius, k is the fraction of wetted

perimeter, v incision (growth) rate.

2.4 Dissolution enlargement

Dissolution rates are rates of dissolution enlargement v in

[L T−1]. In pressurized conduits, the cross section changes

uniformly during dissolution (Fig. 5). In a time step 1t , a

conduit enlarges by v1t , while its center remains at the ini-

tial position. For a conduit with a free-surface flow, only

the wetted part of the wall is dissolved. Therefore, a transi-

tion from tube to canyon-like channel is expected. Although

SWMM allows arbitrary channel geometries, the tube shape

is used also during the vadose conditions in our model. To

this extent an approximation is used, where the bottom of a

conduit with a free-surface flow incises with the true rate v

and its radius increases with rate k · v, where k is the wetted

fraction of the conduit perimeter. The center of the conduit

lowers with the rate (1− k)v.

2.5 The model structure

Two basic settings are presented: first a model of a low-dip

network is presented as conceptually shown in Fig. 3. This

scenario is used to examine the evolution of conduit network

in a plan view. In a second scenario, a highly inclined high-

dip network is modeled to explore the vertical organization of

flow pathways, or evolution of the conduit network in dimen-

sion of length and depth (sensu lato Ford and Ewers, 1978).

Figure 6 introduces a model structure for the low-dip net-

work. Circular conduits with length L and initial diameterD

are assembled in an inclined rectangular grid. The orientation

of the grid plane is marked geographically, N, E, S and W. All

conduits are 10 m long, with initial diameters on the order of

a few millimeters. Water enters the system through selected

junctions indicated by arrows on Fig. 6a and flows out on

the eastern boundary. Figure 6b presents junction geometry:

each junction is defined by an invert elevation h0, relative to

the base level, an inlet offset hc, which is the elevation of

the conduit inlet relative to the invert elevation, and hmax, the

maximal depth of water in the junction. If the hydraulic head

at a junction is above hmax, the junction surcharges.

Figure 6c shows a side view of the model. The invert ele-

vations increase from E to W, 1 m per junction. The slope of

the W–E conduits is therefore 0.1 and N–S oriented conduits

are horizontal. The inlet offset defines how much a conduit

can incise. To keep conduits from bottoming out as they in-

cise, the inlet offsets, hc, are set to a large value of 100 m.

Maximal depth at junctions hmax is 120 m for all, except for

the input junctions where hmax is 111 m. There is no storage

at the junctions.

Each of the junctions on the E boundary are connected to

a large conduit (D= 5 m) that freely drains water to the out-

fall (see Fig. 6c). These conduits play no role in the network

genesis. Their role is to effectively drain all the water arriv-

ing to the E junctions. The inverts of these junctions are at

the base level and so is the inlet of the outfall conduit. This

way the junctions on the E boundary allow a free outflow of

the system along that face.

In the high-dip model (Fig. 7), the slope of the network

(and therefore the conduits) is 0.99 from top to bottom and

0.1 from left to right. We use the expressions vertical for the

steep conduits and horizontal for the gradual ones. Water en-

ters on the top side and exits at the seepage face on the right

side. The bottom and left boundaries are impermeable. In all

junctions, gradual (horizontal) conduits are positioned 1 m

above the steep (vertical) conduits, which assures preferen-

tial flow along the vertical plane in vadose conditions (see

Fig. 7b). Flow along the horizontal conduits is active only

when the junction is flooded above their inlets. The outflow

is realized as in the low-dip case, with large conduits con-

necting junctions to outfalls on the right boundary.

3 Results

3.1 Low-dip networks

We start with a simple scenario where all conduits have the

same length (10 m), the same initial diameter (0.005 m) and

the same inlet offsets. The network dips from W towards the

free-outflow boundary on the E side with the slope 0.1. The

model is run for 50 steps of 300 s, in total 15 000 s. The rock

used is salt.

Figure 8 presents six snapshots of the network’s evolu-

tion. Five inputs with Qmax= 1000 L s−1 are marked by cir-

cles and denoted by 1–5 on Fig. 8a. The left column shows

flow rates and flow directions. Flow rates are denoted by line

thicknesses and flow directions by color; red represents flow

towards N or W and black towards S or E. If the flow is pres-

surized, the colors are saturated; pale colors denote conduits

with free-surface flow. The right column represents channel

diameters by line thicknesses and growth rates by colors;

the brighter the color the higher the rate of conduit diam-

eter increase. The isolines in the figures represent the total

www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/18/4617/2014/ Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 18, 4617–4633, 2014
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Figure 6. The model structure for the low-dip network. (a) A conduit network with discrete water inputs, marked by arrows. Boundaries are

denoted geographically. Outputs are along the E boundary. (b) Geometry and parameters of a junction. (c) The side view of the model, also

showing a large conduit connecting E junctions to an outfall.

Figure 7. The model structure for the high-dip scenario. (a) The

slope of the network is 0.99 in from top to bottom and 0.1 from left

to right. The right boundary is a seepage face with free outflow. In-

puts are on the top. (b) Junction geometry: high-dip (vertical) con-

duits are positioned below the low-dip (horizontal) conduits.

hydraulic heads with numbers given in meters and a con-

tour interval of 1 m. The heads are directly calculated at the

junctions and interpolated by kriging elsewhere. Note that

equipotential lines for the junctions on the E border are not

given, as the conduit leading to the outfall is at the base level

and large enough to always keep the water in these junctions

low.

Figure 8a shows the initial situation. All inputs are at the

maximal hydraulic heads, and only a small part of available

recharge enters the network. High gradient drives fast growth

of W–E conduits from In1 and In2 (Fig. 8b and c). Also,

pathways heading N and S from In1 and In2 evolve in the

pressurized flow regime. To the west of In1 and In2, the de-

velopment is still slow, as the potential field flattens towards

W. On Fig. 8c, the conduits draining In1 and In2 are pressur-

ized and exhibit large flow and widening rates. The gradients

from In3 towards the E boundary build up and drive the evo-

lution of pathways from In3 towards the east. When path-

ways from In1 and In2 are too large to sustain pressurized

flow, the hydraulic head in them drops to their topographic

height which attracts additional flow from In3. With further

time, the evolution progresses upstream. The flow in path-

ways draining In4 and In5 also increases; it predominantly

follows the straight W–E line, although it is also clearly at-

tracted by vadose pathways leading from In3.

Nevertheless, most of the flow from upstream inputs oc-

curs along a direct line of W–E oriented conduits, which

evolve most efficiently (Fig. 8c and d). In Fig. 8e, the In3

has become vadose and in a similar manner now attracts flow

from In4 and In5. However, the direct line connecting In4

to the boundary takes most of the flow and grows most ef-

ficiently. Figure 8f shows the final stable flow configuration.

All the inputs drain the available recharge, with the direct
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Figure 8. Six snapshots of the evolution of low-dip network

with uniform initial diameters and inlet offsets. Left: flow rates

(width) and flow direction (red=flow towards E or towards N,

black/gray=flow towards W or towards S). Right: diameters

(width) and widening rates (color). The codes below show thick-

nesses, flow rates and widening rate. The values at the bar codes

correspond to the thickest lines in the flow rate and diameter bars

and to the warmest color in the bar for the widening rate. The scales

are linear with the thinnest lines and dark blue colors representing

no flow, no widening the and the smallest initial diameter.

pathways between the inputs and the E boundary being the

only ones that contain active flow.

A detailed look at Fig. 8 reveals that at any time, looking at

the conduits draining a particular node, the highest flow rates

are along W–E conduits, which consequently evolve more

efficiently than other conduits. The inlet offsets of W–E con-

duits incise faster than others and eventually the water level

at the junction falls below the lower edges of the other con-

duits, leaving only the W–E conduits active. This is schemat-

ically shown in Fig. 9a, where two outlets from a junction are

compared; outlet 1 evolves more during the phreatic stage

and, therefore, the bottom of the conduit reaches a lower el-

evation. Consequently, outlet 1 ultimately captures all water

during the vadose entrenchment. Several other realizations of

this scenario with different recharge rates at the inputs have

ended with the same final distribution of active conduits.

At this point a short note is needed to explain what is

meant by a stable flow configuration. In the case of con-

stant recharge, the configuration is considered to be stable

when all junctions are drained by one conduit only, i.e., there

are no downstream bifurcations remaining. This is the case

in Fig. 8f. In most of the other presented model runs a few

outflow bifurcations remain at the last presented time step.

These bifurcations would eventually die out if the model was

run long enough. We will use the term quasi-stable to de-

scribe such situations.

The next step towards less idealized scenarios is to as-

sume that the initial inlet offsets of conduits are randomly

distributed within the range of 1 m. Figure 10 shows the net-

work when a quasi-stable flow pattern has been established,

which is now more complex than in the previous case. The

general evolution is similar, progressing upstream, but some

N and S oriented conduits may have initial inlets low enough

to keep the lowest position until the vadose transition occurs

and they capture all the flow from a junction. This is schemat-

ically illustrated in Fig. 9b. Figure 11 presents the evolution

of a network with initial conduit diameters drawn from a uni-

form distribution with a range of 10−4 to 10−2 m. Initial off-

sets are the same for all nodes.

Generally, the evolution follows the concepts described in

Fig. 8. In the pressurized phase, the selection of efficient

pathways depends also on the conduit diameters and the

W–E conduits are not necessarily the ones with the highest

flow rates.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of total discharge from the

network over time. Initially, most of the available recharge

flows over the surface. First In1 and In2 integrate with full

recharge, which adds up to 2 m3 s−1. After the gradient for

In3 is increased, In3 integrates and the discharge rises to

3 m3 s−1. Then pathways from In4 and In5 start to contribute

as these two pathways integrate.

Another selection mechanism becomes active at the transi-

tion to a free-surface flow, which is shown in Fig. 13, where

a few snapshots of the SW part of the network show the evo-

lution of several competing pathways evolving from input
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Figure 9. Left panel: the geometry of a junction. Right panels (a, b): scheme of two outflows during pressurized flow (top panels) and

free-surface flow (bottom panels). (a) Initial inlet offsets for both outflows are equal. (b) Initial inlet offset of outflow 2 is smaller so that

the outflow has a lower elevation. Blue arrows indicate the amount of flow drained by each outflow, and the blue shading indicates the water

table.

Figure 10. A network with uniform initial diameters and initial inlet

offsets randomly distributed within vertical span of 1 m.

In5. The junctions of interest are marked by 1 to 3 and

enclosed in gray circles at 4800 s. In the pressurized flow

regime (4800 s), the N–S oriented conduits, marked by a,

grow faster than the W–E oriented conduits marked by b at

all three junctions, because conduits a belong to pathways

with smaller resistance to flow.

When the flow is pressurized, the flow partitioning be-

tween two competing pathways, connecting the same junc-

tions is divided based on the resistance to flow. Note that

conduits b are parallel to the dip of the network, while con-

duits denoted by a are perpendicular to it. The slope of indi-

vidual conduits and the distribution of slopes along the path-

ways plays no role. This is not the case in a free-surface flow

regime, where the slope of the conduit that drains the node is

important. When a junction becomes vadose, the flow out of

the junction through initially larger, but less steep conduits

can be redistributed to more favorable steeper conduits. This

leads to downstream redistribution of flow which can make

part of the network inactive or change the flow from pressur-

ized to free surface or vice versa in some of the conduits. The

described situation is schematically shown in Fig. 14, where

two pathways, a and b connect two nodes. Pathway a is

Figure 11. Evolution of a low-dip network with randomly dis-

tributed initial diameters.
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Figure 12. The time evolution of total discharge from the network

in Fig. 11.

initially larger, drains more flow and widens more efficiently

in the pressurized phase. When the conduit turns vadose, the

flow rates in a drop due to the low slope of the channel as it

leaves the junction. If, at the transition to free-surface flow,

the water level in the upstream node has not dropped below

the inlet of pathway b, the steeper entry into pathway b as it

leaves the junction will cause b to incise faster and progres-

sively capture more flow.

Figure 15 presents a quasi-stable flow and network pat-

tern for the case identical to the one presented in Fig. 11,

but where the plane of the network is additionally tilted from

N to S for 0.3 m per node. The tilting makes flow towards

S preferential to flow towards N, which is clearly seen in the

resulting pattern. The input In4 now joins In3. Since it is near

the boundary, the input In5 has no option to develop towards

S, except that the pathway heading S from the input (con-

duit a at In5 in Fig. 13) now persists much longer.

Other scenarios with more complex settings, such as

networks with 50× 50 nodes and networks with irregular

recharge, were modeled and additionally confirmed the ob-

servations given above.

Finally, we turn to a network where dissolution rate is pre-

dominantly surface controlled, as is supposed to be the case

for limestone. To this end we have modeled a network, iden-

tical to the one in Fig. 11, but with αs, ceq and D set so that

dissolution rates are several orders of magnitude smaller and

almost entirely depend on the saturation state of the solu-

tion rather than flow velocity. Since the system is in the post-

inception stage the ratio of discharge to flow length (Q/L)

in many flow pathways is high enough that they evolve with

the maximal growth rates. All conduits and channels along

these pathways incise with the same rate. Figure 16 shows the

situation at 500 years, when a quasi-stable flow pattern has

evolved and the complete network is vadose. All active chan-

nels with flow have almost the same inlet offsets and the same

incision rates. Note that the colors tell the rate of increase of

diameter, which is a product between dissolution rate (which

is very uniform in case of surface controlled rates) and the

fraction of conduit being flooded. Therefore, colors in this

figure mostly tell how full the conduits are; see also discus-

sion in Sect. 2.4. The resulting flow pattern is, aside from the

initial distribution of diameters and boundary conditions, a

consequence of two rules: (1) at each node, channels aligned

oriented with the dip, drain more flow than channels per-

pendicular to the dip; (2) if only horizontal channels drain

the node, flow is distributed evenly. The presented scenario

is highly idealistic and the results and interpretation should

be taken with care. In nature, the dissolution rates change

with changing lithology, the initial offsets are not even, sedi-

ments can play important role, and we may question if purely

surface controlled rates are reasonable. However, the model

supports the ideas of Palmer (Palmer, 1991), that maze caves

develop in situations where Q/L is large along many alter-

native routes.

3.2 High-dip network

We now turn to the situation where the network is steep (al-

most vertical). As this network presents a vertical cross sec-

tion of karst, we omit the geographical notation and use top,

bottom, left and right for the sides of the networks.

Similar models for laminar flow have been presented by

Gabrovsek and Dreybrodt (2001) and by Kaufmann (2003).

The basic result of these prior models was a continuous drop

of the water table due to increased transmissivity of the net-

work and the formation of base level conduits. If a fixed

head boundary was applied, competition between a high con-

ductivity zone along the water table and prominent conduits

within the phreatic part of the network resulted in a com-

plex pattern of evolved conduits. For many more scenarios

of this modeling approach the reader is referred to the book

by Dreybrodt et al. (2005)

3.2.1 The homogenous case with recharge distributed

over the top nodes

Figure 17 presents a case where all conduits are 10 m

long with initial diameter of 0.005 m. A maximum possible

recharge of 5 L s−1 is distributed to all input nodes (blue ar-

rows in Fig. 17a) on the top. The left column shows flow

rates as line thicknesses and colors, as denoted in the leg-

end, at five different time steps. Although the term water ta-

ble might not be applicable for such discrete networks, we

will use it for the line along the highest flooded nodes (dot-

ted blue lines in Fig. 17c and d). The right column shows the

conduit diameters as coded in the color bar for each figure.

Equipotential lines in the left column show the distribution

of hydraulic head, given in meters.

Initially (Fig. 17a), a small part of the available recharge

enters the network. At the top-right all the recharge is drained

directly into the outfall junction (marked by a red circle in

Fig. 17a. The flow rates within the conduits are small and
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Figure 13. Evolution of SW edge of the network in from Fig. 11 before and after transition to free-surface flow.

Figure 14. Distribution of flow between two pathways depends on

the flow resistance when the flow is pressurized. The pathway a has

with lower flow resistance grows faster. After the transition to free-

surface flow, the pathway b with higher exit slope from the junction

can capture more flow and incise faster.

Figure 15. Quasi-stable state of network with same structure as pre-

sented in Fig. 11, but the plane of the network is additionally tilted

from N–S, for 0.3 m per node.

dominant along the vertical conduits (top to bottom). Flow

along horizontal conduits is small and increases from left to

right.

After 600 s (Fig. 17b) the entire network is still pressur-

ized. Horizontal conduits have evolved sufficiently to drain

more flow brought in by initially developed vertical conduits.

Accordingly, the potential gradient becomes oriented to the

right and is the highest close to the boundary. Conduits at the

top-right corner experience the fastest growth and capture al-

most all recharge from the inputs. The flow in the left part of

the network is small and the hydraulic potential field is rela-

tively flat there. After 1200 s (Fig. 17c) the top-right corner

has become vadose. In this area, the recharge is carried verti-

cally to the water table. The flow rates are the highest along

the water table and diminish with distance from it.

Figure 16. Quasi-stable state for the same scenario as in Fig. 11

with dissolution kinetics for limestone.

However, widening is still substantial below the water ta-

ble which additionally increases the network permeability

and downwards retreat of WT. The process continues until

the WT drops to the base level and only vertical recharge

conduits and a master conduit at the base continue to grow.

The vertical conduits have been widened through the entire

evolution; the uppermost for the longest time and they are

therefore largest. The diameters decrease from top to bot-

tom. On the other hand, the diameter of horizontal channels

increases from left to right, as they evolve only below the

water table. Therefore, deeper conduits have more time to

evolve.

3.2.2 Inhomogeneous case

In the case shown in Fig. 18 we assign a more complex distri-

bution of initial conduit diameters. The initial diameter (do)

of each conduit is constructed as a sum of a group contri-

bution (dg) which is given to all conduits aligned along the

same line, and an individual contribution (di). These are both

random, sampled from a uniform distribution, where dg ∈ [0,

0.005 m] and di ∈ [0, 0.01 m]. The probability that conduits

along a certain line get the individual contributions is 0.5.

Using this group contribution, we enhance the potential im-

portance of conductive structural lines.

The initial diameter of the top horizontal line of conduits

is 0.1 m.

A recharge of 100 L s−1 is introduced to the top-left junc-

tion (see the blue arrow in Fig. 18a). The two given leg-

ends for flow rates and diameters are valid for all figures. At

3000 s (Fig. 18a), about one fourth of the available recharge
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Figure 17. Evolution of homogenous sub-vertical network. Blue arrows on (a) denote inputs. Isolines and values present the hydraulic

potential [m].
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is captured and drained directly to the outfall by the top line

of horizontal conduits.

Pathways along the conduits with initially larger diameters

evolve efficiently and capture an increasing amount of flow.

At 9000 s (Fig. 18b) about 70 % of the flow is captured by

the junction marked by a blue triangle and denoted by 1 in

Fig. 18b. It feeds a line of vertical conduit that discharges into

outflows through horizontal conduits. Numbers on the con-

duits in the top-right region denote flow along the conduits in

L s−1. The discharge to the outflow diminishes downwards.

However, these conduits widen effectively and cannot sus-

tain a pressurized regime, so that the position of the highest

outflow migrates downwards.

By 24 000 s, the outflow position has retreated to the bot-

tom (Fig. 18c). When the vertical pathway downwards from

point 1 becomes vadose, it provides a free-outflow bound-

ary and triggers the development of pathways draining sink

points 2 and 3 (Fig. 18b and c), which soon capture all

the flow. In Fig. 18c, the flow along the top line has re-

treated to point 3, and throughout the remainder of the sim-

ulation continues to retreat towards the left to points 4 and 5

(Fig. 18d). Ultimately, the flow is captured by the node at

point 5 (Fig. 18e). Similarly, the flow migrates from top to

bottom, towards the deeper connecting pathways. Figure 18e

shows the stable flow situation at 75 000 s, where all the

flow follows one single pathway. Downward and leftward

progress is slow because some of the conduits to the left

are initially small and the permeability is low. In comparison

with a uniform network with distributed recharge, the devel-

opment follows initially prominent pathways, with progres-

sive upstream flow capturing. Soon after a pathway becomes

vadose, the flow is overtaken by the evolving pathways to its

left.

3.2.3 The role of prominent structures

The progression mechanism, described above, is demon-

strated clearly by a final idealized, but telling, example. We

assume three vertical conduits (wells) with an initial diame-

ter of 0.2 m, extending completely through the domain in the

vertical direction.

These are connected with five evenly spaced horizon-

tal conduits with initial diameter 0.005 m extending across

the domain. All other conduits are effectively impermeable,

with a diameter of 10−5 m. A maximum possible recharge

of 100 L s−1 is available to the prominent vertical conduits

(wells) as marked by the arrows at the top of Fig. 19a.

Initially (Fig. 19a), all conduits are pressurized. There is

almost no gradient left of W3, where evolution is slow or

none. High gradients exist between W3 and the outfalls, the

highest being along the deepest horizontal conduit, which

has the highest flow and evolves most efficiently. As W3

becomes vadose, it presents a free-outflow boundary for the

flow from its left and the gradient along the horizontal con-

duits connecting W2 to W3 builds up. These conduits now

Figure 18. High-dip network with random initial distribution of

conduit diameters. Flow enters at the top-left edge of the network

as pointed by a blue arrow. Values on (b) show flow rates along the

selected individual conduits.

experience fast evolution with rates increasing from the top

to the bottom (Fig. 19b). The mechanism progresses left-

wards: when W2 becomes vadose, W1 connects to it as

shown in Fig. 19c. In Fig. 19d, a stable flow condition is

shown, where all the flow follows the wells which feed the

base level channel.
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Figure 19. High-dip network with three prominent conduits (wells),

marked by W1 to W3. A recharge of 100 L s−1 is available to the

prominent conduits.

4 Discussion

4.1 Low-dip scenario

Sensu lato Palmer (2007) this paper considers the hydrolog-

ical control of cave patterns, particularly those leading to

branchwork cave systems. In the pressurized phase the model

gives similar results as the other existing models. This model

introduces the selection of flow pathways on a local scale,

i.e., at a particular junction, which occurs when a junction

becomes vadose. In a long-term perspective, only one outlet

conduit drains the node. In nature, down-flow bifurcations

are not common in open channels.

In the pressurized phase, the flow out from a junction

is distributed to the outlet conduits, according to their re-

sistance to flow and the distribution of hydraulic heads.

This also defines the rate of their inlet incision. When a

junction becomes vadose, the conduit with the lowest inlet

entryelevation has an advantage and is a candidate to take

all the flow. However, under vadose conditions the conduit’s

alignment with respect to the dip of the network becomes

important, as higher slope generally invokes higher energy

grade, higher flow velocity and faster incision. A conduit that

gains advantage in pressurized conditions can be surpassed

by a conduit with a higher slope, which has an advantage in

free-surface conditions. Once the stable flow pattern is estab-

lished, the flow follows a system of conduits that all occupy

the lowest position in their upstream junctions.

4.2 High-dip scenario

In a homogenous scenario, the evolution is focused to the

transitional area between pressurized and free-surface flow,

the water table. The flow from the surface is gravitational

along the vadose channels down to the water table. There,

it is largely focused to the conduits close to the water table.

The scenario demonstrates a relatively smooth drawdown of

the water table due to increasing permeability in the phreatic

zone. The end result is a relatively uniform network with a

growing base level conduit. Similar results were obtained by

Gabrovšek and Dreybrodt (2001) and by Kaufmann (2003),

where only dissolution in the phreatic zone was considered.

The inhomogeneous case demonstrates the evolution of in-

vasion vadose caves based on flow diversion. The drawdown

of the phreatic zone is irregular, following fast evolution of

prominent pathways and progressive upstream flow captur-

ing. Such a scenario can produce an extended network of

steep vadose passages.

Deeply penetrating conductive structures can play an im-

portant role as they transfer surface water deep into the mas-

sif and redistribute hydraulic gradients. This way fast evolu-

tion along deep horizons can be triggered.

5 Conclusions

The presented model closes some of the open questions,

which have not been addressed by the older existing mod-

els. The final flow pattern results from all stages of network

development, starting with the initial stage, continuing with

the growth, integration and expansion under pressurized flow

as well as, what is demonstrated by this model, with the final

selection of stable flow pathways on a local scale during and

after transition to free-surface flow regime.

On the other hand, the model opens new challenges related

to evolution of karst aquifers in vadose settings. Further work

is needed to improve estimation of dissolution rates and the

related role of sediment transport and mechanical erosion.

Further steps towards more realistic modeling domain and

boundary conditions are also needed. In fact, a single low-

dip plane is a scenario which is not common in the nature. A

careful step towards 3-D models that simulate speleogenesis,

in both phreatic and vadose conditions, is therefore needed.
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What we mean by careful is the gradual adding of complex-

ity, so that at each new step all mechanisms from previous

steps are well understood. The presented model allows such

extensions.

At the same time, we have to keep in mind that the mod-

eling results are not stand alone, i.e., they should progress

hand in hand with conceptual models based on the field

observations.
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